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ArMY of moNstERs

You can have a monster, or an army of 
monsters!

Anything can be a monster: your small 
soldiers, your cars, a teddy bear.
Walnuts can be alien spaceships 
and the pieces of chess can be robot 
troops.

Gather your monsters, give them a 
name. Think which ones are friends 
and which ones are enemies.  
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A squad of mosters
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MoVE rUN jUmp!

Your monsters can move around.  You 
play in turns.  Every turn every monster 
can move only once.  Every monster 
can move 6 cms, jump chasms of 6 
cms or jump up 3 cms.

If you are playing with other people, 
you move one monster each in turn.

Some monsters are faster, some are 
slower, some can fly. We will see it lat-
er.

All monsters start coming out of their 
monster base. It can be  a pillow, a 
book, a toilet roll.
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The green platoon, 
shooting monsters
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biTE KIcK SCratcH!

Players take turns. The player with less 
monsters goes first.The first player choos-
es one of his monsters to make an attack. 
A shooting monster can shoot an enemy 
monster within 9cm. A monster that can-
not shoot must touch an enemy to be able 
to attack it.
Now the turn passes to the other player, 
then back to the first player and so on un-
til all the attacks have been done, and the 
turn finishes..
When a monster attacks both attacker 
and defender roll 2 dice. The monster 
who makes the higher total wins. 
Same number is a draw.
Some monsters are stronger, some are 
weaker, some can shoot fire and ice. 
We will see it later.
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Obi Wan and Lord 
Maul, fighting mosters 
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wOunDEd MonSTerS

In a fight, the losing monster is wound-
ed. put a marker close to it, you can 
make it with some rolled up paper or 
use one of the markers at the end of 
this book.

If a wounded monster loses again, it 
dies. Make it fall to a side.

If a monster is hurt, it has to go back 
to the base and wait for one full turn in 
there to recover all his wounds.
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The lieutenant, a dead 
monster 
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ganG MonSTeR FigHT!

When several monsters are close, 
many monsters can fight against one.
Each turn a monster can try to hurt one 
enemy only once. In the other cases if 
the monster is attacked, it can only de-
fend with the usual 2 dice, but not at-
tack back. 
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Braghu and Zimby, a 
normal monster and a 

mini-monster
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mONsteR TYpes
(1) Mini monster - weaker, fragile, faster (snake, 
goblin, dogs, small dynosaurs)
(1) Slow monster - slower, weaker, tougher (has 
extra wounds) (turtles, zombies)
(2) Normal Monster 
(8) Big Nasty Monster - faster, stronger, tougher 
(doll, tank, dinosaur)
(10) Big Boss Monster - stronger, super-tough-
er (Teddy bear, piggybank)
(3) Fast Monster - faster (car, motorcycle, 
horsemen, mounted knights)
(2) Shooting Monster - shooting, fragile (mon-
ster with bow, rifle, spears, magic rays)
(4) Power Monster - beam of energy monster 
(monster with death ray, bazooka, laser gun, 
magic staff of power )
(4) Regeneration Monster - self healing, 1 for 
every turn that doesn’t attack
(4) Healing Monster - weaker, slower, fragile, 
healing - can heal 1 wound to a touching mon-
ster instead of doing an attack
(4) Flying Monster - faster, flying, carries 1 mon-
ster, gets away (airplane, winged monster, ptero-
dactyl, pegasus, eagle)
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Brutus, a big boss 
monster 
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mOnSteR baTTLe!

You can make armies, battles and sto-
ries. points based.

When monsters fight, they must have a 
base and the two enemy armies must 
have the same total number of points.

Decide your game: fight until one side 
is destroyed, fight until one side says I 
SURRENDER, or fight until a monster 
manages to reach the base of the en-
emy monsters.
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Zombies! well known 
slow monsters 
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SPeciaL movES

DEFENSE
If a monster is only defending, without 
fighting for a full turn, it can roll 3 dice 
instead of 2, but it cannot hurt the en-
emy.

If the monster doesn’t attack this turn, 
it can defend against all attacks with 3 
dice.

SUPER POWER UNLOCK
All 6 roll. roll one extra dice.. if it is 6 => 
awaken supermonster powers! add 1 
dice to everything he does. (this is cu-
mulative if in future rolls all 6 again)
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Marvin, a big nasty 

monster 
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TURnS ANd ruLEs

Summarize rules, flow chart of the turn.
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Olivia, a shooting 
monster
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TOkeNs

Tokens to cut out.

SMALL
BIG
HUGE
FAST
SHOOT
POWER
REGENERATE
HEAL
FLY
WOUNDED
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Zuki, a power monster 
with an Eye Laser gun 


